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For effective interactions with our dynamic environment, it is critical for the brain to integrate motion information from the visual and
auditory senses. Combining fMRI and psychophysics, this study investigated how the human brain integrates auditory and visual motion
into benefits in motion discrimination. Subjects discriminated the motion direction of audiovisual stimuli that contained directional
motion signal in the auditory, visual, audiovisual, or no modality at two levels of signal reliability. Therefore, this 2 � 2 � 2 factorial
design manipulated: (1) auditory motion information (signal vs noise), (2) visual motion information (signal vs noise), and (3) reliability
of motion signal (intact vs degraded). Behaviorally, subjects benefited significantly from audiovisual integration primarily for degraded
auditory and visual motion signals while obtaining near ceiling performance for “unisensory” signals when these were reliable and intact.
At the neural level, we show audiovisual motion integration bilaterally in the visual motion areas hMT�/V5� and implicate the posterior
superior temporal gyrus/planum temporale in auditory motion processing. Moreover, we show that the putamen integrates audiovisual
signals into more accurate motion discrimination responses. Our results suggest audiovisual integration processes at both the sensory
and response selection levels. In all of these regions, the operational profile of audiovisual integration followed the principle of inverse
effectiveness, in which audiovisual response suppression for intact stimuli turns into response enhancements for degraded stimuli. This
response profile parallels behavioral indices of audiovisual integration, in which subjects benefit significantly from audiovisual integra-
tion only for the degraded conditions.

Introduction
Integration of motion information from the auditory and visual
senses is critical for an organism’s survival, enabling faster and
more accurate responses to our dynamic environment. The adap-
tive advantage of integrating motion information across the
senses is most prominent when individual motion cues are unre-
liable. For example, in a dense forest, we may more easily detect a
camouflaged animal and discriminate the direction in which it is
heading by combining the degraded visual input with the noise of
its footsteps.

From a behavioral perspective, it is controversial whether au-
diovisual benefits emerge at sensory, perceptual, or decisional
levels. In support of perceptual or decisional integration, psycho-
physics studies demonstrated that the increase in motion detec-
tion for audiovisual relative to “unisensory” stimulation can be
explained by maximum likelihood estimation or probability

summation (Wuerger et al., 2003; Alais and Burr, 2004). Con-
versely, in support of sensory integration, directionally congru-
ent motion sounds were shown to help observers decide which of
two intervals contained motion, even when the sounds were pre-
sented in both intervals and thus were uninformative for discrim-
ination performance (Kim et al., 2012).

At the neural level, multisensory integration is thought to
emerge in a widespread neural system including subcortical, pri-
mary sensory, and higher-order association areas (Ghazanfar and
Schroeder, 2006). Focusing on motion processing, functional im-
aging in humans demonstrated that visual, auditory, and tactile
motion converges in a parietal area, considered a putative ho-
molog of macaque area VIP (Bremmer et al., 2001). Initial evi-
dence also suggests audiovisual interplay in visual and auditory
areas (Baumann and Greenlee, 2007). Under auditory selective
attention, visual motion capture is associated with activation in-
creases in hMT�/V5� and decreases in auditory cortex (Alink et
al., 2008). Conversely, under visual selective attention, motion
sounds were shown to amplify the hMT�/V5� response to con-
current visual motion (Sadaghiani et al., 2009).

These results indicate that audiovisual influences on motion
processing are bidirectional, operating from vision to audition
and vice versa. However, because previous studies did not include
audiovisual, auditory, and visual conditions in one experiment,
they cannot address the critical question of how audiovisual in-
tegration facilitates motion discrimination relative to unisensory
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conditions, nor can they provide insights into the operational
modes governing multisensory integration. Since the seminal
work by Stein et al. (Meredith and Stein, 1986; Wallace et al.,
1996; Stanford et al., 2005), numerous studies have shown that
sensory inputs can be combined in a superadditive, additive, or
subadditive fashion. According to the principle of inverse effec-
tiveness, the operational integration mode depends on stimulus
efficacy, with superadditive responses being the most pro-
nounced when the unisensory stimuli are the least effective. Most
recently, it has been suggested that the principle of inverse effec-
tiveness may result from divisive normalization in which the ac-
tivity of each individual neuron is divided by the net activity of all
neurons to generate the final response (Ohshiro et al., 2011).

To address these questions, we presented participants with
auditory, visual, and audiovisual motion stimuli in a motion dis-
crimination task at two different levels of signal reliability. First,
we tested for response nonlinearities (i.e., superadditive or sub-
additive interactions) at different reliability levels to identify
audiovisual integration in sensory, association, and response-
related areas. Second, we investigated whether these operational
integration modes depend on signal efficacy as expected under
the principle of inverse effectiveness.

Materials and Methods
Subjects. After giving informed consent, 20 healthy right-handed Ger-
man native speakers (6 females; mean age: 26.45 � 3.35 years) partici-
pated in this fMRI study. All subjects had normal or corrected to normal
vision and reported normal hearing. The study was approved by the joint
human research review committee of the Max-Planck-Society and the
University of Tübingen.

Auditory stimulus. The auditory stimulus was a white noise sound of
500 ms duration, low-pass filtered with a fifth-order Butterworth filter at
a cutoff frequency of 2 kHz. In contrast to previous studies (Alais and
Burr, 2004), continuous auditory motion was created by providing two
binaural (i.e., amplitude and latency) cues to mimic natural auditory
motion signals more closely. Amplitude cues were provided by fading the
sound amplitude between the left and right ear channels from 100% to
50% over the course of one trial. Latency cues were provided by present-
ing the sounds with the appropriate interaural time difference to the two
ears. This led to the impression of a sound source moving from �8.5° to
�8.5° along the azimuth. We did not include monoaural spectrotempo-
ral filtering cues mimicking the filtering of the pinna that are primarily
relevant for discriminating motion along the vertical dimension, because
in prior psychophysics pilot studies, continuous motion stimuli with
only binaural cues proved to be more powerful than apparent motion
stimuli with additional monoaural spectrotemporal filtering cues.

Finally, we manipulated the reliability of the directional motion signal
by jittering different amounts of auditory frames. To create auditory
noise, we completely randomized the order of auditory samples.

Visual stimulus. The visual stimulus was a leftwards or rightwards
moving disc (2.83° visual angle) defined by “shape from motion.” For
this, a random noise rectangle (16.94° � 3.71°) was generated for each
frame (i.e., at a refresh rate of 60 Hz) by sampling the intensity values for
each pixel uniformly within a range from 0 (black, luminance 0.79 cd/
m 2) to 1 (white, luminance 128 cd/m 2). Within this rectangle, the disc
was defined by intensity values that were randomly sampled at the begin-
ning of the trial and then held constant throughout the course of the 500
ms trials. Directional leftwards or rightwards motion was created by
displacing these constant intensity values from frame to frame by 1000
pixels/s (i.e., at a velocity of 33.88°/s) along the azimuth in a spatially
coherent fashion. Because the distribution of intensity values was iden-
tical inside and outside of the disc in each frame, the disc merged with the
background in every single frame. As a shape from motion stimulus, the
disc could only be segmented from the background by integrating the in-
tensity values over several frames. In that way, the perception of direc-
tional motion and the perception of the disc were tightly intertwined. In
contrast to conventional random dot kinematograms, this shape from

motion disc enables strong colocalization cues that are thought to be
essential for audiovisual integration (Meyer et al., 2005). Furthermore,
this structure from motion stimulus to some extent mimicked our nat-
ural environment, where humans need to discriminate the motion direc-
tion of visual stimuli that are camouflaged by dynamic noise.

The reliability of directional visual motion was manipulated by chang-
ing the fraction of pixels within the disc that were held at a constant
luminance value throughout the course of the trial. To create visual
noise, this fraction was set to zero; that is, all pixels were assigned a new
random luminance value sampled independently for each frame.

The random noise rectangle was presented on a gray background (lu-
minance 32.6 cd/m 2). A red fixation cross (0.189° visual angle) was pre-
sented in the center of the screen throughout the entire experiment.
Luminance values are based on measurements in the psychophysical
setup used for training. In this setup, the Minolta CS-100 chromameter,
which is MRI incompatible, was used so that no measurements could be
performed inside the scanner.

Experimental design and procedures. In a motion discrimination task,
subjects were presented with audiovisual inputs that contained a di-
rectional motion signal in the auditory, visual, both, or neither of the
two modalities. Therefore this experiment focused specifically on the
integration of directional motion information while controlling for
activations pertaining to integration of audiovisual signals per se. In
the audiovisual conditions, auditory and visual motion directions
were always congruent.

Specifically, the 2 � 2 � 2 factorial design manipulated: (1) auditory
motion information (signal vs noise), (2) visual motion information
(signal vs noise), and (3) the reliability of motion information (intact vs
degraded). Because the auditory noise � visual noise condition was
identical for the two levels of signal reliability, this factorial design
resulted in seven conditions: auditory intact � visual intact (AiVi),
auditory intact � visual noise (AiVn), auditory noise � visual intact
(AnVi), auditory noise � visual noise (AnVn), auditory degraded �
visual degraded (AdVd), auditory degraded � visual noise (AdVn),
and auditory noise � visual degraded (AnVd). This design was used to
maximize the number of trials that enter into the critical inverse
effectiveness contrast, as follows: AiVi � (AiVn � AnVi) � AdVd �
(AdVn � AnVd) (see below).

The intact, degraded, and noise stimulus components were generated
by manipulating the signal’s reliability using shuffling and randomiza-
tion procedures in time and space (see visual and auditory stimuli).
Therefore, the noise conditions were generated from the signal condi-
tions by abolishing the directional motion signal (or approximately by
setting the variance of the motion information to infinity). For brevity,
we refer to conditions that contain directional motion signal only in one
sensory modality as unisensory motion conditions (even though the sen-
sory inputs were always given in both auditory and visual modalities).

In a two-alternative forced choice task, subjects discriminated the di-
rection of the motion signal (right vs left), indicating their response as
fast and accurately as possible via a two-choice key press. The duration of
the stimulus was 500 ms, followed by a 1900 ms fixation period, yielding
a stimulus onset asynchrony of 2400 ms. In total, there were 560 trials
arranged in four sessions with 20 trials per condition and session. Each
session included 10 left and 10 right motion trials per condition. Trials
were arranged in blocks of 14 stimuli interleaved with 7 s fixation.
Whereas the motion direction of each trial was fully randomized, the
events of the seven activation conditions were presented in a pseudoran-
domized fashion to maximize design efficiency.

Adaptive staircase procedures. After initial training sessions outside of
the scanner, the signal reliability of the degraded conditions was deter-
mined before the main experiment inside the scanner (i.e., with scanner
noise present) using the adaptive staircase procedure QUEST with a
cumulative Gaussian as the underlying psychometric function (Watson
and Pelli, 1983). For each subject, the amount of shuffling for auditory
stimuli and the fraction of coherently moving luminance values for visual
stimuli were adjusted individually to obtain 80% accuracy in the de-
graded unisensory conditions. Therefore, four unisensory sessions (80
trials) with separate, interleaved QUEST procedures were performed for
unisensory auditory and visual trials. The threshold level was estimated
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for each participant by averaging of at least three QUEST procedures.
The intensive QUEST procedure inside the scanner allowed us to adjust
the motion signal reliability individually in audition and vision to 80%
accuracy. We thereby maximized the chances to obtain an audiovisual
motion benefit, because under the assumptions of maximum likelihood
integration, the reduction in variance for the audiovisual relative to the
unisensory conditions is maximal, when the variance (and hence the d� in
the motion discrimination task) of the auditory and visual conditions are
equated.

To ensure that training and exposure were equated for unisensory and
audiovisual conditions, subjects also participated in four audiovisual ses-
sions with predefined motion intensities.

Stimulus presentation. Visual and auditory stimuli were presented us-
ing Cogent (John Romaya, Vision Laboratory, University College
London; http://www.vislab.ucl.ac.uk/), running under MATLAB 7.0
(MathWorks) on a Windows PC. Auditory stimuli were presented at
�80 dB SPL using MR-compatible headphones (MR Confon). Visual
stimuli were back-projected onto a Plexiglas screen using an LCD pro-
jector (JVC) visible to the subject through a mirror mounted on the MR
head coil. Subjects performed a behavioral task using an MR-compatible
custom-built button device connected to the stimulus computer.

Eye tracking. Eye movement data were collected inside the scanner for
six subjects during all four sessions of the experiment using an ASL
EyeTrack 6 Long Range Optics System (Applied Science Laboratories)
and analyzed using routines custom written in MATLAB. The sampling
frequency of the eye tracker was 60 Hz; the eye-recording system was
calibrated using a 9-point calibration screen with eccentricities between
2.64° and 4.5°. Eye position data were post hoc corrected for constant
offset and blinks and converted to velocity. One subject was excluded
from the analysis because the trigger signals were not recorded. For each
trial, we computed: (1) the distance (visual degree) from fixation mean,
(2) the number of saccades per second (velocity threshold � 120° per
second), and (3) the number of pursuit eye movements. Pursuit eye
movements were defined as eye movements that were consistent with the
stimulus in direction and velocity (33.88°/s; allowing for a 10% tolerance
in eye velocity) for a duration of at least 50 ms. In addition, we calculated
the average number of trials per condition contaminated by eye move-
ments (including saccades and pursuit eye movements).

fMRI data acquisition. A 3T Siemens Magnetom Trio System was used
to acquire both a T1-weighted three-dimensional high-resolution ana-
tomical image (TR 	 2300 ms, TE 	 2.98 ms, TI 	 1100 ms, flip angle 	
9°, FOV 	 256 � 240 � 176 mm, image matrix 	 256 � 240 � 176,
isotropic spatial resolution 1 mm) and T2*-weighted axial echoplanar
images with BOLD contrast 
gradient echo, TR 	 3080 ms, TE 	 40 ms,
flip angle 	 90°, FOV 	 192 � 192 mm, image matrix 64 � 64, 38 axial
slices acquired in ascending order, covering only the cerebrum without
the cerebellum, voxel size 	 3.0 mm � 3.0 mm � (2.5 mm � 0.5 mm)
interslice gap�. There were four sessions with a total of 138 volume im-
ages per session. The first three volumes in each session were discarded to
allow for T1-equilibration effects.

fMRI data analysis. The data were analyzed with statistical parametric
mapping using SPM5 software from the Wellcome Trust Centre of Neu-
roImaging, London (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm; Friston et al.,
1994). Scans from each subject were realigned using the first as a refer-
ence, unwarped, spatially normalized into MNI standard space (Evans et
al., 1992), resampled to 2 � 2 � 2 mm 3 voxels, and spatially smoothed
with a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm FWHM. The time series of all voxels were
high-pass filtered to 1/128 Hz. The fMRI experiment was modeled in an
event-related fashion with regressors entered into the design matrix after
convolving each trial with a canonical hemodynamic response function
and its first temporal derivative. In addition to modeling the 7 conditions
in our 2 � 2 � 2 factorial design, the statistical model included the
realignment parameters as nuisance covariates (to account for residual
motion artifacts). Condition-specific effects for each subject were esti-
mated according to the general linear model and passed to a second-level
ANOVA as contrasts.

At the second between-subjects level, we tested for the following
effects:

(1) Main effects of auditory and visual motion:

We identified areas involved in directional auditory motion process-
ing by comparing all auditory motion with auditory noise conditions:
AiVi � AiVn � AdVd � AdVn � AnVi � AnVd � 2 * AnVn. To ensure a
valid and balanced statistical comparison, the noise condition needs to
enter this contrast twice, because it is identical for both levels of signal
reliability (Fig. 1). Likewise, we identified areas involved in directional
visual motion processing by comparing all visual motion with visual
noise conditions: AiVi � AnVi � AdVd � AnVd � AiVn � AdVn � 2 *
AnVn.

(2) Subadditive and superadditive interactions:
We identified areas involved in audiovisual integration by testing for

subadditive and superadditive interactions separately for each level of
reliability (e.g., AiVi � AnVn � AiVn � AnVi). Based on our previous
studies of multisensory object categorization, we expected primarily sub-
additive interactions for intact stimuli. However, for completeness, we
also tested for superadditive interactions.

(3) Inverse effectiveness:

Figure 1. Experimental design and procedure. A, The 2 � 2 � 2 factorial design with the
following factors: auditory signal (the presence of motion information versus noise); visual
signal (the presence of motion information versus noise); and reliability (degraded stimuli
versus intact stimuli). Example stimuli are presented as images of the visual stimulus and the
corresponding sound waveforms. The visual moving disc is shaded light gray for illustrational
purposes only. In the experiment, the disc as a structure from motion stimulus was not discern-
ible from the background in a single frame. B, Timeline for two example trials. Subjects are
presented with audiovisual stimuli that contain a motion signal in the auditory, the visual, both,
or none of the two modalities. In a two-alternative forced choice task, they discriminate the
motion direction for each 500 ms stimulus (left vs right). For illustrational purposes only, the
moving visual disc is shaded light gray.
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Finally, we investigated whether the operational profile of multisen-
sory integration depends on signal reliability. Consistent with the prin-
ciple of inverse effectiveness, we expected a subadditive or even
suppressive integration profile for intact stimuli to turn into additive or
even superadditive interaction profiles for degraded stimuli. Therefore,
we investigated whether subadditivity was increased for intact relative to
degraded stimuli as follows: subadditivityintact � subadditivitydegraded:
AiVn � AnVi � AiVi � AdVn � AnVd � AdVd.

In a second step, we further characterized the subadditive and
superadditive interactions as audiovisual response enhancement and
suppression by comparing the audiovisual response with the maximal
unisensory response. For example, subadditive interactions can be asso-
ciated both with response enhancement and response suppression of the
audiovisual relative to the maximal unisensory response. Again, based on
the principle of inverse effectiveness, we would expect that response
suppression for intact stimuli turns into response enhancement for de-
graded stimuli. Please note that this additional analysis serves only as a
depth characterization of our data, because the statistical comparisons
pertaining to the interaction and response enhancements/suppressions
are not orthogonal to each other.

Search volume constraints. We tested for each effect within the neural
systems (within the cerebrum) engaged in audiovisual processing; that is,
corrected for multiple comparisons within all areas that were activated
for all conditions � fixation at p � 0.001 uncorrected (VOIAll�Fix 	 6486
voxels). In addition, we used two more specific search volume con-
straints based on our a priori hypotheses that audiovisual integration of
motion information may emerge in auditory and visual areas involved in
motion processing.

Given the prominent role of hMT�/V5� in visual motion processing,
the first search volume was defined bilaterally as the two clusters centered
on the peak voxels at [48, �64, 0] and [�46, �72, 2] in the main effect of
visual motion thresholded at p � 0.001, masked with all � fixation at p �
0.001 uncorrected (VOIvisual 	 162 voxels). (Based on cytoarchitectonic
probability mapping, these two peak voxels were assigned to hMT with a
probability of 30% and 40%; Eickhoff et al., 2005).

Given the role of posterior superior temporal gyrus/planum temporale
in auditory motion processing (Baumgart et al., 1999; Pavani et al., 2002;
Warren et al., 2002), the second search volume was defined as the two
clusters centered on the peak voxels at [68, �30, 12] and [�52 �26 8] in
the main effect of auditory motion thresholded at p � 0.001, masked with
all � fixation at p � 0.001 uncorrected (VOIaudio 	 497 voxels). All
search volumes were created using the MarsBaR (http://marsbar.
sourceforge.net/) toolbox (Brett et al., 2002).

Please note that the all conditions � fixation or the auditory and visual
motion contrasts used to define these search volumes are orthogonal to
the interaction contrasts, thereby enabling valid and unbiased statistical
inferences (Friston et al., 2006; Kriegeskorte et al., 2009). Unless other-
wise stated, we report activations at p � 0.05 at the voxel level corrected
for multiple comparisons within the respective search volume.

Results
Behavioral results
During the functional imaging study, subjects discriminated be-
tween rightward and leftward motion (Table 1). A two-way

repeated-measures (RM) ANOVA with the factors modality (au-
ditory, visual, audiovisual) and sensory reliability (degraded, in-
tact) for performance accuracy identified significant main effects
of modality (F(1.251, 23.762) 	 24.078; p � 0.001) and sensory reli-
ability (F(1,19) 	 30.363; p � 0.001, Greenhouse-Geisser cor-
rected). There was also a significant interaction effect between
both factors (F(1.533, 29.121) 	 11.834; p � 0.001, Greenhouse-
Geisser corrected).

For response times, the two-way RM ANOVA also showed
significant main effects of modality (F(1.225, 23.272) 	 48.619; p �
0.001) and sensory reliability (F(1,19) 	 27.710; p � 0.001), as well
as an interaction between them (F(1.671, 31.758) 	 6.489; p � 0.001,
Greenhouse-Geisser corrected).

To investigate audiovisual benefits, we compared (paired t
test) performance accuracy and response times of the audiovisual
relative to the auditory and visual conditions (Fig. 2). A signifi-
cant increase in performance accuracy was observed for the de-
graded audiovisual condition relative to both the auditory
(t19 	 8.5709; p � 0.001) and the visual condition (t19 	 7.7519;

Table 1. Behavioral results

AdVn AnVd AdVd AiVn AnVi AiVi AnVn

Accuracy (% correct)
Mean 80.3 77.2 92.4 91.5 94.6 97.1 50.8
SEM 2.0 2.4 1.3 2.3 2.4 1.1 1.3

Response time (ms)
Mean 884.3 824.3 801.7 831.0 720.6 715.2 886.5
SEM 27.0 32.5 28.7 24.0 25.8 25.2 27.6

d� (arbitrary units)
Mean 1.9 1.7 3.1 3.1 3.4 3.6 0.1
SEM 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1

Accuracy, response times, and d� values are shown for the motion discrimination task. Values represent across-
subjects means and SEM.

Figure 2. Behavioral results. Accuracy and response times for motion discrimination are
presented as bar plots for degraded, intact, and noise conditions. A, Discrimination accuracy as
across-subjects mean (% correct) � SEM. Dotted lines indicate 80% threshold in degraded
conditions and 50% chance level in noise condition. B, Response times as across-subjects mean
(ms) � SEM.
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p � 0.001). For the intact conditions, a significant increase could
only be observed for the audiovisual relative to the auditory con-
dition (t19 	 3.7438; p � 0.01). A similar pattern was found for
response times, in which a significant decrease could be found for
the degraded audiovisual relative to the auditory (t19 	 7.0881;
p � 0.001) and the visual conditions (t19 	 2.4726; p 	 0.023),
whereas in the intact conditions, a significant decrease was only
found for the audiovisual relative to the auditory condition (t19 	
6.7725; p � 0.001).

Eye movement results
Eye movements were characterized using four indices: (1) the
distance (visual degree) from fixation mean, (2) the number of
saccades per second (velocity threshold � 120°/s), (3) the num-
ber of pursuit eye movements, and (4) the number of trials con-
taminated by eye movements (including saccades and pursuits;
Table 2).

Consistent with the behavioral data, all indices were entered
into a two-way RM ANOVA with the factors modality (auditory,
visual, audiovisual) and reliability (degraded, intact). 
Please
note that we used a 2 � 3 factorial ANOVA rather than a 2 � 2 �
2 factorial ANOVA reflecting our experimental design (Fig. 1) to
focus the analysis on the conditions that entered into the inverse
effectiveness contrast central to our fMRI analysis.�

For the deviation from the fixation mean, the analysis did not
show main effects of modality (F(1.726, 6.905) 	 1.400; p 	 0.303)
or reliability (F(1,4) 	 0.432; p 	 0.547) or an interaction between
the two (F(1.045, 4.181) 	 0.339; p 	 0.600; all results reported
Greenhouse-Geisser corrected). Likewise, for number of saccades
per second, this analysis identified no significant main effects of
modality (F(1.645, 6.579) 	 2.111; p 	 0.196) or reliability (F(1,4) 	
0.769; p 	 0.430) or an interaction between the two (F(1.202, 4.809) 	
3.165; p 	 0.137). Because we did not detect any pursuit

movements (see Materials and Methods for criteria to identify
pursuits), no further analysis was performed for pursuit move-
ments. Finally, for the trials contaminated with eye movement,
the analysis did not reveal any significant main effects of modality
(F(1.897, 7.588) 	 0.791; p 	 0.481) or reliability (F(1,4) 	 0.082; p 	
0.789) or an interaction between the two (F(1.544, 6.176) 	 3.154;
p 	 0.119).

These findings indicated that subjects’ eye movements did not
differ across conditions, rendering it unlikely that eye move-
ments account for the activation differences observed in the fMRI
data.

fMRI results
The fMRI analysis was performed in three steps. First, we identi-
fied regions that were involved in processing of directional
auditory or visual motion signals. Second, we identified regions
involved in audiovisual integration of directional motion signals
by testing for superadditive and subadditive interactions sepa-
rately for intact and degraded stimuli. Finally, we directly
compared the interactions for degraded and intact stimuli to in-
vestigate whether the integration profile followed the principle of
inverse effectiveness.

Auditory and visual motion processing
As expected, directional visual motion signals increased activa-
tions bilaterally in the middle temporal gyri (hMT/V5�, the clas-
sical visual motion areas; Table 3). Further activations were
observed in the left putamen, the middle occipital gyri bilaterally,
and in the right fusiform gyrus. Conversely, directional auditory
motion relative to auditory noise increased activations in supe-
rior temporal gyri and plana temporalia bilaterally, as well as in
the left putamen (Fig. 3).

Table 2. Eye movement results

AdVn AnVd AdVd AiVn AnVi AiVi AnVn

Mean distance from fixation mean (visual degree)
Mean 0.57 0.61 0.63 0.63 0.61 0.63 0.65
SEM 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.1 0.09

Number of saccades per second
Mean 0.29 0.24 0.43 0.44 0.27 0.3 0.43
SEM 0.11 0.06 0.15 0.13 0.06 0.08 0.1

Number of trials contaminated with eye movement
Mean 1.35 1.5 1.7 1.9 1.1 1.45 1.95
SEM 0.39 0.39 0.46 0.49 0.26 0.46 0.41

Mean distance from fixation mean (visual degree), number of saccades per second, and number of trials contaminated with eye movement (saccades or smooth pursuit movements) are shown for the motion discrimination task. Values
represent across-subjects means and SEM.

Table 3. fMRI results: auditory and visual motion processing

Regions

MNI coordinates

z-score pFWE
ax y z

Auditory motion (AiVi � AiVn � AdVd � AdVn � AnVi � AnVd � 2 * AnVn )
Right superior temporal gyrus/right planum temporale 68 �30 12 6.42 0.000
Left superior temporal gyrus/left planum temporale �52 �26 8 5.04 0.000
Left putamen �26 �2 �8 4.42 0.006

Visual motion (AiVi � AnVi � AdVd � AnVd � AiVn � AdVn � 2 * AnVn )
Left middle temporal/occipital gyrus/V5�/hMT� �46 �72 2 �7 0.000
Left middle occipital gyrus �34 �88 0 6.67 0.000
Right middle temporal gyrus/V5�/hMT� 48 �64 0 �7 0.000
Right middle occipital gyrus 36 �84 4 6.90 0.000
Left putamen �26 �2 �10 5.84 0.000
Right fusiform gyrus 28 �52 �20 4.39 0.007

apFWE indicates p-value corrected at the voxel level for multiple comparisons within the following search volume: VOIAll�Fix (6486 voxels).
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Audiovisual interactions
For intact stimuli, we observed significant
subadditive interactions in the left puta-
men, the right superior temporal gyrus/
planum temporale (auditory motion
area), and the left middle occipital/tem-
poral gyrus (visual motion area) corre-
sponding to left hMT�/V5�. At an
uncorrected threshold of significance, we
also observed subadditive interactions in
the left superior temporal gyrus/planum
temporale and the right hMT�/V5�,
suggesting that motion information is in-
tegrated along the auditory and visual
motion processing streams bilaterally
(Table 4). We did not observe any super-
additive interactions for degraded or in-
tact stimuli. This replicates and extends our previous findings in
object categorization, where we did not observe any reliable su-
peradditive interactions at the random-effects group level (Wer-
ner and Noppeney, 2010a,b).

Inverse effectiveness
To investigate whether the operational mode of audiovisual mo-
tion integration depends on stimulus efficacy, as predicted by the
principle of inverse effectiveness, we compared the interactions
for intact and degraded stimuli directly. Indeed, consistent with
the principle of inverse effectiveness, the audiovisual interactions
in the left putamen, left superior temporal gyrus/planum tempo-
rale, and left middle temporal gyrus were more subadditive for
intact than degraded stimuli. In fact, the integration profile was
suppressive for intact stimuli (i.e., the audiovisual response was
less than the maximal unisensory response); however, it turned
into response enhancement for degraded stimuli, where the au-
diovisual response was greater than the maximal unisensory re-
sponse (Fig. 4).

Again, at an uncorrected level of significance, the same re-
sponse profile was observed in the homolog regions of the con-
tralateral hemisphere: the right superior temporal gyrus/planum
temporale and the right middle temporal gyrus.

Discussion
Our results demonstrate that sensory areas, together with the
putamen, integrate auditory and visual motion information into
behavioral benefits for motion discrimination. Consistent with
the principle of inverse effectiveness, the operational mode of
integration in these areas depended on the sensory reliability and
stimulus efficacy, with the subadditive integration profile being
most pronounced for intact stimuli.

At the behavioral level, subjects benefited significantly from
audiovisual integration primarily for degraded motion signals
while obtaining near ceiling performance for unisensory signals
when these were reliable and intact. In contrast to previous stud-
ies, our experimental design manipulated the presence versus
absence of directional motion information in the auditory and
visual modalities rather than of the signal per se. Therefore, in
unisensory trials, directional motion information was limited to
one sensory modality, with the other modality presenting only
noise. The interfering and distracting effects of the noise in the
unisensory conditions most likely explains the pronounced in-
crease in motion discrimination accuracy and d� for degraded
audiovisual relative to unisensory motion signals, which ex-
ceeded the purely statistical audiovisual benefits (e.g., maximum

likelihood integration) that were observed in previous studies
(Meyer and Wuerger, 2001; Wuerger et al., 2003; Alais and Burr,
2004).

At the neural level, audiovisual interactions were observed in
audiovisual areas and the putamen. More specifically, subaddi-
tive interactions emerged in visual motion area hMT�/V5� and
the planum temporale/posterior superior temporal gyrus, which
are thought to be involved in auditory motion processing (Baum-
gart et al., 1999; Pavani et al., 2002; Warren et al., 2002). A mul-
tisensory role has been proposed previously for these classical
unisensory motion areas using paradigms of visual motion cap-
ture. However, visual motion capture was associated with activa-
tions in the parietal cortex followed by a concurrent activation
increase in hMT�/V5� and activation decrease in planum tem-
porale (Alink et al., 2008). The seesaw relationship between au-
ditory and visual activations suggests that motion capture may
rely on attentional shifts from the auditory to the visual modality.
In contrast, our study revealed subadditive integration profiles
concurrently in both auditory and visual areas in the absence of
parietal activations, suggesting integration mechanisms at the
level of sensory motion processing. Indeed, recent studies have
accumulated evidence for low-level multisensory integration in
putatively unisensory areas (Schroeder and Foxe, 2002; van Atte-
veldt et al., 2004; Macaluso and Driver, 2005; Murray et al., 2005;
Schroeder and Foxe, 2005; Bonath et al., 2007; Kayser et al., 2007;
Lakatos et al., 2007; Lewis and Noppeney, 2010).

The absence of audiovisual interactions in parietal cortices
may be surprising given previous studies showing parietal activa-
tions for auditory, visual, and tactile motion relative to fixation
(Lewis et al., 2000; Bremmer et al., 2001). However, in contrast to
previous research, we manipulated selectively the presence/ab-
sence of directional motion information rather than auditory/
visual inputs per se. Furthermore, we presented noise trials and
motion trials at different levels of reliability in a randomized
fashion. Subjects were instructed to discriminate left versus right
motion consistently for all trials, even for the pure noise trials that
did not contain any directional motion signal. Under these cir-
cumstances, subjects are known to integrate random evidence for
a particular perceptual interpretation into a superstitious perception
(Gosselin and Schyns, 2003). Indeed, participants in our study also
treated noise trials like near-threshold motion signals, as indicated
by comparable response times. Therefore, our design equated the
directional motion and noise conditions far more tightly with re-
spect to sensory inputs, attentional demands, and cognitive set. It
thereby minimized the factors that drove parietal activations in pre-
vious studies that compared auditory, visual, or tactile motion rela-

Figure 3. Auditory and visual motion processing. Activations for auditory and visual motion processing rendered on a whole-
brain template. Blue indicates auditory motion (AiVi � AiVn � AdVd � AdVn � AnVi � AnVd � 2 * AnVn); green, visual motion
(AiVi � AnVi � AdVd � AnVd � AiVn � AdVn � 2 * AnVn). Height threshold: p � 0.001 and masked with all � fixation at p �
0.001 uncorrected for illustrational purposes.
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tive to fixation (Bremmer et al., 2001). Indeed, even auditory motion
and visual motion did not increase activations in parietal cortices
relative to audiovisual noise trials (Fig. 3).

In addition to sensory cortices, subadditive interactions for
intact motion signals were observed in the putamen bilaterally.

Whereas the basal ganglia generally play a
key role in action selection (Middleton
and Strick, 2000), the putamen is particu-
larly involved in mapping sensory inputs
onto overlearned responses (Alexander et
al., 1986; Lehéricy et al., 2004). Therefore,
putaminal activations emerge primarily
when the sensory motor mapping has be-
come automatic during late stages of sen-
sory motor learning (Amiez et al., 2012).
Indeed, motion discrimination also relies
on a simple and overlearned sensory mo-
tor mapping from left/right motion onto
left/right responses. Therefore, our study
demonstrates that the putamen integrates
auditory and visual inputs into rapid re-
sponses in highly automatic tasks. In
contrast, previous findings showed sub-
additive and even suppressive interactions
in the prefrontal cortex during explicit au-
diovisual object categorization (Werner
and Noppeney, 2010b) or perception of
communication signals (Sugihara et al.,
2006). These results suggest that audi-
tory and visual signals may be integrated
in different circuitries underlying re-
sponse selection depending on stimulus
complexity, task, and automaticity of
response selection. The prefrontal cor-
tex may integrate audiovisual signals
during recognition of complex objects
or communication signals that rely on
an arbitrary mapping of stimulus onto
category or response. In contrast, the
putamen may be engaged when sensory
signals are integrated at the response
level during highly automatized tasks
such as motion discrimination to enable
effective and rapid interactions with our
multisensory environment.

In terms of neural mechanisms, recent
research has nuanced the role of superadditivity (Stein and
Meredith, 1993) and emphasized the importance of additive and
subadditive integration modes, especially for suprathreshold
stimuli (Stanford et al., 2005; Stanford and Stein, 2007; Morgan et

Figure 4. Inverse effectiveness. Left: Activations pertaining to inverse effectiveness (subadditivityintact � subadditivitydegraded)
on transversal and coronal slices of a mean structural image created by averaging the subjects’ normalized structural images: left
putamen (A), left superior temporal gyrus (B), and left middle temporal gyrus (C). Height threshold: p �0.01 uncorrected, masked
with all� fixation at p �0.01 uncorrected for illustrational purposes. Peak voxels (i.e., the given coordinate locations) are marked
with a red circle. Parameter estimates (mean � SEM) for degraded (AdVn/AnVd) and intact unisensory motion (AiVn/AnVi), audio-
visual motion (AiVi/AdVd), and noise (AnVn) (plotted twice for illustrational purposes) conditions at the given coordinate locations
are shown. The bar graphs represent the size of the effect in nondimensional units (arbitrary units [a.u.]) corresponding to
percentage whole-brain mean.

Table 4. fMRI results: audiovisual interactions and inverse effectiveness

Regions

MNI coordinates

z-score pFWEx y z

Subadditivity for intact conditions (AiVi � AnVn � AiVn � AnVi )
Left putamen �28 2 �2 5.08 0.000a

Right superior temporal gyrus/right planum temporale 68 �30 12 3.27 0.029b

Left superior temporal gyrus/left planum temporale /left rolandic operculum �38 �36 16 2.94 0.072b

Left middle occipital/temporal gyrus/V5�/hMT� �36 �68 6 2.77 0.050c

Right middle temporal gyrus/V5�/hMT� 48 �60 0 2.40 0.118c

Inverse effectiveness (subadditivityintact � subadditivitydegraded)
Left putamen �26 2 0 4.28 0.011a

Left superior temporal gyrus/Left planum temporaled �36 �40 14 4.08 0.023a

�38 �36 18 3.64 0.009b

Right superior temporal gyrus/Right planum temporale 66 �32 12 2.86 0.087b

Left middle temporal gyrus/V5�/hMT� �36 �68 4 2.99 0.028c

Right middle temporal gyrus/V5�/hMT� 42 �58 4 2.73 0.056c

pFWE indicates corrected at the voxel level for multiple comparisons within the following search volumes: aVOIAll�Fix (6486 voxels); bVOIaudio (497 voxels); cVOIvisual (162 voxels; dCluster extending into white matter.
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al., 2008; Angelaki et al., 2009). Likewise, in our study, intact
stimuli elicited subadditive interactions in hMT�/V5�, planum
temporale, and the putamen in the absence of any superadditive
interactions. The audiovisual interactions for intact motion sig-
nals were not only subadditive, but even suppressive: the re-
sponse to bisensory stimuli was less than the response to the most
effective unisensory stimulus. These suppressive interactions
cannot easily be explained by saturation or other nonlinearities in
the BOLD response (Buxton et al., 2004), but rather suggest sub-
linear neural mechanisms of audiovisual integration and are con-
sistent with previous fMRI results of object categorization and
speech recognition in which only subadditive interactions at the
level of the BOLD response were observed (Werner and Nop-
peney, 2010a,b; Lee and Noppeney, 2011).

In the putamen and sensory areas, the operational mode of
multisensory integration depended on the reliability or effective-
ness of the sensory motion information, as expected under the
classical principle of inverse effectiveness (Meredith and Stein,
1983; Stein and Meredith, 1993; Stanford and Stein, 2007; Stein
and Stanford, 2008). Therefore, even though the interactions
were always subadditive, they turned from response suppression
for intact stimuli into a significant response enhancement for
degraded stimuli. Despite the fundamental role of inverse effec-
tiveness in multisensory research (Stanford and Stein, 2007; Stein
et al., 2009), its mechanism and functional role are still debated.
Recent modeling work showed that inverse effectiveness may
emerge naturally from divisive normalization as a simple math-
ematical operation (Ohshiro et al., 2011) in which the final re-
sponse of a neuron is generated by dividing the activity of each
neuron by the net activity of all neurons within a region.

From an alternative perspective, we may ask whether the prin-
ciple of inverse effectiveness is behaviorally relevant. What is the
functional role of response suppression and enhancement for
subjects’ motion discrimination performance? The audiovisual
profile of response suppression for intact stimuli and response
enhancement for near-threshold-degraded stimuli is reminiscent
of the BOLD response profile induced by priming. In priming,
repetition of clearly perceptible stimuli induces response sup-
pression, whereas priming of near-threshold stimuli induces
response enhancement. It has been suggested that response sup-
pression reflects behavioral facilitation for perceptible stimuli,
whereas response enhancement mediates the formation of a
novel representation for stimuli that are not recognized without
priming (Dolan et al., 1997; George et al., 1999; Henson, 2003).
Likewise, in our multisensory context, audiovisual response sup-
pression and enhancement may serve two distinct aims. For
intact motion stimuli, in which each auditory and visual compo-
nent signal can already individually sustain motion discrimina-
tion, response suppression may reflect facilitation of motion
discrimination, as indicated by a nonsignificant decrease in re-
sponse times for intact audiovisual relative to unisensory stimuli
(the effect may have been attenuated because of observers
waiting with their response to the end of the stimulus). In
contrast, for degraded motion stimuli, audiovisual enhance-
ment may mediate the significant increase in motion discrim-
ination accuracy and possibly even the detection of an
otherwise imperceptible circle. However, given the correlative
nature of fMRI studies, this account remains to be confirmed.
In particular, we cannot determine whether the absence of a
multisensory behavioral benefit emerges necessarily from
suppressive neural response profiles or if it is a side effect of
ceiling performance in the unisensory conditions.

Finally, attentional mechanisms may have contributed to
some extent to this “inverse effectiveness profile” because inter-
sensory attentional shifts may depend on sensory reliability.
Therefore, subjects may have shifted their attention to audition
or vision more intensively when the particular modality contains
the signal rather than the noise during the intact compared with
the degraded conditions. These intersensory attentional shifts
may then induce an amplification of processing and activations
in the relevant sensory cortices (e.g., MT�) for the intact unisen-
sory signal conditions (e.g., AiVn, AnVi) and thereby contribute to
the stronger subadditive interactions for the intact relative to the
degraded conditions. However, for this intersensory attentional
account, it is difficult to explain the audiovisual enhancement
during the degraded conditions, suggesting that attentional
mechanisms may be a contributing factor but not the central
mechanism underlying inverse effectiveness.

In conclusion, our study demonstrates audiovisual interac-
tions in putatively unisensory areas such as the hMT�/V5� and
planum temporale, as well as the putamen, suggesting audiovi-
sual integration processes at the sensory and response selection
levels. In all of these regions, the operational profile of audiovi-
sual integration followed the principle of inverse effectiveness in
which audiovisual response suppression for intact stimuli turned
into response enhancement for degraded stimuli. This response
profile parallels behavioral indices of audiovisual integration
with significant audiovisual benefits selectively for the degraded
conditions.
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